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We have a standard model of cosmology 

and structure formation

• Three components

– Dark matter: standard model, cold particles ~ GeV

– Dark energy: standard is Einstein Lambda

– Baryons: standard from light element nucleo-synthesis– Baryons: standard from light element nucleo-synthesis

• Spectrum of power law gaussian perturbations of very 

low amplitude: P(k) ~ k-1

• Gravitationally induced growth of structure

• Produces cuspy (NFW) “halos” with fractal subhalos

• Add hydrodynamics and atomic physics



Does it work?

• CBR, microwave background comes out right.

• Size, mass and formation epoch of galaxies 

comes out roughly right.

• Galaxy distribution, clusters and voids come out • Galaxy distribution, clusters and voids come out 

right.

• Intergalactic medium comes out right.

• +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

• What is the problem? Details, important details.



CBR Spectrum – Planck and all

Precise measurements of 

the CBR specify the 

cosmological model.



Where we are now….

1975

2018

1990



In Detail: Representative Current 

Cosmological Model (prior: ΛCDM)

• Ωtot = 1 (assumption) [=1.010 +0.016]

• Ωcdm = 0.241 ± 0.009

• Ωbaryon = 0.047 ± 0.001• Ωbaryon = 0.047 ± 0.001

• Ωlambda = 0.71 ± 0.01

• n = 0.97 ± 0.01

• H0 = 69.3 ± 0.9 km/s/Mpc

• σ8 = 0.83  ± 0.02

• τscat =0.088  ± 0.013

; Spergel et al (WMAP9)

“precision cosmology” ??



A More Critical Look at the Low Red-Shift Tests:

103 > Z > 6 6 > Z > 0.5 0.5 > Z

Photons
CBR �� SZ �� Rdio Lns �

Baryons CBR �� GalForm � LEN ��

Dark Matter CBR �� StrGrth �� HlsClstrs��

But…

Dark Matter CBR �� StrGrth �� HlsClstrs��

Dark Energy CBR�� SN � Ages,BAO etc 

�

λ  > 20Mpc/h CBR �� Clstrs2pt�� SDSS ��

20 > λ >1 CBR �? Cltrs,LyA, 

StrGrth ��

GrLensing�

1 > λ ????xx? X�?? XXX???



FIRST:

Let us look at 

observed galaxy 

properties: dwarf 

spheroidals are a 

separate low 

density sequence density sequence 

and the lower the 

mass the lower the 

density (Kormendy, 

2015 data)

+++++++++++++
Elliptical

Dwarf Spher.



Let us now look at low mass galaxies in the local group

Strigari, Coral Wheeler, 2015



Let us look at the “problems” at 

small scales
• Absence of DM cusps in Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxies?

• Orbiting GCs in Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxies?

• Mass cutoff for low mass Galaxies?

• Wrong red-shift evolution of low mass Galaxies?• Wrong red-shift evolution of low mass Galaxies?

• +++++++++++++++++

• Lack of substructure found in MW halo from study of 
stellar streams?

• No good explanation for disk thickening with time?

• Lack of gravitational lensing from halo substructures?



An Alternative to Standard (eg

WIMP) DM: Fuzzy Dark Matter
- Lam Hui, JPO, Scott Tremaine & Edward Witten

Phys Rev D 95, 043541

(2017)

```````````````````````````````````````````

• Ultra light bosons – axions w mass ~10-22 eV

• Quantum limit: ħ = m * v * λ implies large size • Quantum limit: ħ = m * v * λ implies large size 
when v is small: M * R = (ħ2/(G * m2))

• Coupled with VT and cosmological formation 
gives a minimum halo mass vs redshift.

• Can explain dwarf spheroidal results.

• Testable predictions of reduced substructure.



Abbreviated History

• Very prescient papers:

– Ruffini & Bonazzola, 1969, Phys Rev

– Baldeschi, Gelmini, Ruffini. 1983 Phys Rev L.– Baldeschi, Gelmini, Ruffini. 1983 Phys Rev L.

• Recent revival:

Barkana, Broadhurst, Hu, Marsh, Schive, 

Spergel…(> 100 names). 

Review by D. Marsh Phys Rev, 643,1 (2016)



Mass-Radius relation at low mass 

end: from QM

• v2 = GM/R = ħ2/(m2 R2)• v = GM/R = ħ /(m R )

�M * R ≥ = ħ2/(G * m2)

– or 

R ≥ Rmin = 1 kpc *  (M/109Msolar)
-1 * m-22

-2



Mass-Radius relation at low end: 

combine w cosmology to get mass limit!

• ρ ≥ 200 ρcrit = 600 * H2/(8 π G)

• and

ρ ~ M/R3 ~ M4ρ ~ M/R3 ~ M4

�M ≥  Mmin = (H2 ħ6/(G4 * m6))1/4

–or 

Mmin = 1.2 108 Msolar * (1 + z)3/4 * m-22 
-3/2



And the halos have a different shape: no cusp.

Several papers 

show that the 

profiles match 

those of dwarf 

spheroidals spheroidals 

better than does 

the standard 

NFW profile.

Central soliton is 

extended in low mass 

galaxies. A signature.



Soliton structure
Note 

“wavelets”



Mass Function of Halos Computed:
Bozek et al (2015)



High 

redshift 

luminosity 

functions 

are 

consistent w consistent w 

FDM if 

m-22 >1.2 . 

(Schive et 

al, 2015)



Recent E-print on high redshift
• Magnification Bias of Distant Galaxies in the Hubble Frontier Fields: 

Testing Wave vs. Particle Dark Matter Predictions

• Enoch Leung, Tom Broadhurst, Jeremy Lim, Jose M. Diego, Tzihong 

ChiuehHsi-Yu Schive, Rogier Windhorst

• (Submitted on 20 Jun 2018)

• Acting as powerful gravitational lenses, the strong lensing galaxy clusters of the • Acting as powerful gravitational lenses, the strong lensing galaxy clusters of the 

deep {\it Hubble} Frontier Fields (HFF) program permit access to lower-

luminosity galaxies lying at higher redshifts than hitherto possible. We analyzed 

the HFF to measure the volume density of Lyman-break galaxies at z>4.75 by 

identifying a complete and reliable sample up to z≃10. A marked deficit of such 

galaxies was uncovered in the highly magnified regions of the clusters relative to 

their outskirts, implying that the magnification of the sky area dominates over 

additional faint galaxies magnified above the flux limit. This negative 

magnification bias is consistent with a slow rollover at the faint end of the UV 

luminosity function, and indicates a preference for Bose-Einstein condensate 

dark matter with a light boson mass of mB≃10−22eV over standard cold dark 

matter.



But there are more stringent high redshift tests

• Does the universe re-ionize early enough ?

• Is the optical depth to electron scattering high 

enough? Recent Planck result τ = 0.053 puts enough? Recent Planck result τ = 0.053 puts 

LCDM into difficulties.

• Is the Lyman alpha forest predicted correctly?

• Is the evolution of low mass galaxies 

consistent with observations?

• Are there too many massive gal at high z?



Re-ionization barely ok.



Optical depth now ok.



New Planck 

result





Basic low redshift tests

• Cusp-core issue?

• Dwarf galaxy satellites?

• Dynamical friction in dwarf systems?• Dynamical friction in dwarf systems?

• Substructure in MW and other halos?

• Too big to fail problem?

• Sizes of small systems?

• Disk star heating by wavelets?



Cusp-Core issue in dwarf systems

“We conclude that one or more 

of the following statements must 

be true: (i) the dark matter

is more complex than envisaged is more complex than envisaged 

by any current model; (ii) 

current simulations fail to

reproduce the diversity in the 

effects of baryons on the inner 

regions of dwarf galaxies;

and/or (iii) the mass profiles of 

“inner mass deficit” galaxies 

inferred from kinematic

data are incorrect.”



And, typically, low mass satellites of dwarf galaxies 

are predicted to exist by standard theory:

M*= 104 Mo ??



Some Predictions

• No dynamical friction in small systems.

• No cusps in small systems.

• No sub-halos smaller than 108 Msolar at z = 0.

• By z = 10 minimum halo mass is 109 M• By z = 10 minimum halo mass is 109 Msolar

– and low mass galaxies form late.

• Wavelets put energy into stellar orbits.

• Gravitational lensing by intervening sub-halos 

is reduced.



Conclusion: Viable alternative to CDM

• Proposal: Bulk of DM is FDM: m = 1.2 x10-22 eV.

• All large scale structure successes remain unchanged.

• Absence of direct detections to-date is understood.

• Absence of DM in globular clusters is understood.

• Anomalies in dwarf galaxies can be understood.• Anomalies in dwarf galaxies can be understood.

– absence of dynamical friction

– low inner rotation curves

– absence of satellites

• Specific tests predicted, so hypothesis is falsifiable by 
experiments/observations underway.

• Most critical potential inconsistency: Lyman-alpha 
forest.


